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On his death in 1935, Ochs
was succeeded as publisher 
by his son-in-law, Arthur Hays
Sulzberger, whose grandson,
Arthur Sulzberger Jr., is the pub-
lisher today. In its extensive cov-
erage of world events throughout
the 20th century, The Times
came to be known as “the news-
paper of record.” In 1971, the
Supreme Court ruled in favor of
The Times’ right to publish the
so-called Pentagon Papers, gov-
ernment documents concerning
the Vietnam War. In 1996, The
Times entered the dawning dig-
ital era, launching its acclaimed
Web site, NYTimes.com. Ten
years later, the site has grown
significantly, with an array 
of expanded sections and
capabilities, videos, blogs, and
more. In 2005, The Times

launched TimesSelect, a premium feature of
NYTimes.com, and hundreds of thousands of
people signed up for it to get access to expanded
Times content and its archives.

THE PRODUCT

The New York Times provides daily coverage of
world, national, and New York–area news, business,

THE MARKET

The New York Times is the nation’s
most-honored news organization,
having won 94 Pulitzer Prizes, the
most prestigious award in journal-
ism. The Times is both the nation’s
largest seven-day newspaper and the
number-one newspaper Web site.

The Times is read nationwide by
those seeking from a single source 
the most complete, compelling,
and thoughtful report on news and
trends. Leaders in every profession
and the intellectually curious seek
out The New York Times. Marketers
in all categories place their ads in The
Times and on NYTimes.com to reach
loyal, influential readers, discerning
consumers, and decision makers in
business, government, and other
fields. In 2006, The New York Times
Magazine, appearing weekly in the
Sunday Times, was for the first time
No. 1 in advertising pages, according to the
Publishers Information Bureau. 

ACHIEVEMENTS

The Times won another Pulitzer Prize in 2007, as
well as a duPont-Columbia prize for excel-

lence in broadcast journalism in
2006. The Times won

an unprecedented seven Pulitzers in 2002, six of
those for its coverage of the events of September 11,
2001, and related topics. In the course of the past
five years, The New York Times Company was
named to Business Ethics magazine’s 100 Best
Corporate Citizens, was recognized as an IT inno-
vator on Information Week magazine’s InfoWeek
500 list, and ranked among the top 30 companies
for executive women by the National Association
for Female Executives. 

HISTORY

Henry Jarvis Raymond and George Jones
founded The New York Times in 1851. Its
exposé of widespread corruption of the
Tammany Hall Democratic organization,
run by “Boss” William Marcy Tweed, in
New York City, helped to end Tweed’s
hold on city politics and became a land-
mark in American journalism.

In 1896, Adolph S. Ochs, a news-
paper publisher from Chattanooga,
Tennessee, bought The Times, which
was then having severe financial dif-
ficulties. He took The Times to new
heights of achievement, establishing
it as the serious, balanced newspa-

per that would bring readers “All the News That’s
Fit to Print” (a slogan that he coined and that still
appears on the paper’s front page). His publication
would do so, he added, “without fear or favor.”
Mr. Ochs introduced such features as The New
York Times Magazine and The Book Review.
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